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To: Oborny, Shirley
Subject: FW: Thank You & Follow Up
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 5:57:42 PM
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From: Bill Borgsmiller <bill@acijet.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 7:43 PM
To: Finnigan, Tara <TFinnigan@newportbeachca.gov>
Cc: Harp, Aaron <aharp@newportbeachca.gov>
Subject: FW: Thank You & Follow Up
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the
content is safe.

 
Tara,
 
In advance of the Aviation Committee Meeting on Monday I connected with several community
groups (AWG, SPON, CAANP) this morning and wanted to forward you some of the information
presented as well as my follow up e-mail.  (See attached & below.)
 
We took time to walk them through a video of our project and engaged in a 45 minute Q&A session. 
I think most of our responses were well received and the e-mail below provided some deliverables
from the call as well as written responses to a couple of concerns.  The fact that ACI is the only
proposer willing to close at night was a positive for us and I think the highlights sheet (see attached)
helped to communicate our message.
 
I wanted to submit these to you in advance of the meeting so they could be placed in the record /
available to show if needed as attendance will be through Zoom.
 
Let me know if there is anything else needed on my side to make this happen.
 
Thanks!
 
-Bill
 

William Borgsmiller
President / CEO
main: (805) 782-9722 | direct: (805) 548-1310 | wborgsmiller@acijet.com
acijet.com | @flyacijet

mailto:TFinnigan@newportbeachca.gov
mailto:soborny@newportbeachca.gov
tel:805-782-9722
tel:805-548-1310
mailto:wborgsmiller@acijet.com
http://www.acijet.com/?utm_source=sig&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=emsig
https://www.facebook.com/flyacijet/
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OPTION 1 OPTION 2 ACI JET


Closed At Night Except For Emergencies (24/7 Avail.) (24/7 Avail.)


Currently Sells Fuel To Light Aircraft


Features Self-Serve Fuel For Light Aircraft


Promotes FBO Service Of Jumbo Jets


Large Charter Fleet


Experience Operating an FBO at SNA NO NO YES


ACI JET HAS BEEN A FRIEND TO/ENGAGED MEMBER OF THE NEWPORT BEACH COMMUNITY             


           • ACI Jet’s proposal works to maximize the light GA area and honors the hangar ratios requested by the  
 City of Newport Beach/SoCal Pilots. We are the only Southeast FBO applicant to be recommended by the  
 Newport Beach Chamber of Commerce.


• ACI Jet is the only FBO to take concrete action to reduce noise by proposing to close at night except 
for emergency aircraft operations.


• ACI Jet has a small, niche fleet of privately managed aircraft based in San Luis Obispo that primarily serve 
their owners. Our competition operates well over 100 aircraft and is one of the country’s largest charter operators.


ACI JET IS A VITAL PART OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY


• ACI Jet connected local schools and youth organizations to aviation with interactive visits and 
contributed to at-risk youth organizations, including Big Brothers & Big Sisters, through numerous 
events and sponsorships.


• ACI Jet supported Dream Chaser 5 through the Make-A-Wish Foundation to grant terminally-ill children the 
wish of flight and hosted numerous social activities to benefit local organizations including the Orangewood 
Children’s Foundation, Orange County Sheriffs’ Museum, Women in Aviation and others, reconnecting the 
community with its airport. 


• ACI Jet supported numerous job fairs and greatly improved benefits and working conditions for 
frontline FBO employees at SNA.


SOUTHEAST FBO APPLICANT COMPARISON
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19531 Campus Drive • Santa Ana, Ca• 92707 


Phone 949-852-8850 • Fax 949-852-1401 • Info@ sunriseaviation.com 


www.sunriseaviation.com 


 


 


 


3/27/2020 


 


Ms. Michelle Steel, Board Chair  


Orange County Board of Supervisors  


333 W. Santa Ana Boulevard 


Room 465 


Santa Ana, California 92701 


 


Madam Chair and Board Members: 


 


I operate Sunrise Aviation Company at John Wayne Airport and have done so for the past 


35 years. My company is one of the two major flight training and aircraft rental 


enterprises on the field. 


 


ACI Jet is currently an applicant for a long term lease at John Wayne Airport. I was 


among a persuasive majority that supported that company’s initial bid for an interim lease 


in 2017, and I salute the Board’s judgement at that time in awarding the contract to ACI 


Jet. 


 


Since ACI Jet took up residence on the leasehold formerly occupied by Signature, the 


changes for General Aviation at John Wayne have exceeded my most optimistic 


expectations: prices dropped and quality of service improved well beyond what we had 


become accustomed to at Orange County. It is easy to say the entire GA community 


benefited, including ACI Jet’s competitors. 


 


I sincerely hope the Board makes the same choice this time around. ACI Jet has earned 


affection and respect in every area at our airport: tenants, local customers, and transient 


visitors. 


 


Thank you for your time, 


 


 
 


Michael Church 


President 
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oc 
Aircraft Sales 


July 9, 2020 


A TfN: Orange County Board of Supervisors 


333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 


Santa Ana, CA 92702-0687 


RE: ACI Jet Orange County Proposal 


Dear Distinguished Members of the Orange County Board of Supervisors, 


My name is Gary Sequeira, President ofOC Aircraft Sales based out of Orange County. 


I have been operating on this airport for over 40 years, in the capacity of owning a flight school, a sales 
operation, and a maintenance facility for light GA aircraft. As an operator at the General Aviation level 
on this field, I have witnessed many, many changes. The times before AC! Jet took over the lease here at 
John Wayne, our fuel prices were through the roof, and services were anything but personal. It wasn't 
until they made their presence felt, and were instated to displace one of the other national FBO's on the 
field, that General Aviation as we knew it, returned to the status that we so enjoyed, for so many 
years. All of the staff and management at ACI, have been openly engaged with the General Aviation 
public. Their operation has the feel ofa home grown community facility, with the ability to service and 
accommodate all aircraft, from a Cessna 120, to a Gulfstream GS. 


Their CEO, Bill Borgsmiller, has reached out to the public at all levels, and is engaging and willing to 
listen to any and all of the GA public thoughts. With the upcoming decisions, as to whom should be 
awarded for long-term leases here at John Wayne, I can without a doubt, and with no hesitation, 
recommend AC! Jet, to be in line to be with us for the next generation. 


President 


OC Aircraft Sales 


19531 Campus Drive #4 • Santa Ana, CA 92707 • Phone: 949-756-1515 • www.ocfc.com 
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ICON Support Letter 


 
 
Orange County Board of Supervisors 
333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 
Santa Ana, CA 91702-0687 
 
RE: ACI Jet East side FBO Proposal 
 
Dear Orange County Board of Supervisors, 
 
ACI Jet has quickly become a pillar of the Orange County landscape and a partner to many companies within 
Orange County and our surrounding communities.  The purpose of this letter is to strongly recommend ACI 
Jet for the east side FBO.   
 
ICON Aircraft is a recreational aircraft unlike any other.  ICON Aircraft’s mission is to accelerate the 
democratization of personal flight and 3-D mobility.  ICON creates consumer-friendly, safe, technologically 
advanced aircraft that make the adventure of flying more accessible to mainstream consumers.  ICON’s first 
aircraft is the A5, an amphibious sport plane that fuses outstanding aeronautical engineering with world-
class product design and unprecedented safety features.  The A5 is the world’s first production aircraft that 
is spin-resistant, making it arguably one of the safest small aircraft ever created.  The A5 has won some of 
the world’s most prestigious design awards and has inspired a global following.   
 
ACI Jet has continually welcomed ICON Aircraft.  They have hosted several events that have given us 
tremendous exposure and allowed us to share our product with the wonderful people of Orange County.  
Having traveled the country promoting ICON and having visited countless FBO’s, I can honestly say that ACI 
Jet is one of the very best.  They are inclusive, welcoming and provide fantastic service to all their 
customers.  We choose ACI Jet when flying into Orange County because of the first-class customer service, 
the fuel pricing, the new facility, and the truly remarkable relationships that we have built with their entire 
staff.  ACI Jet’s commitment to aviation is unparalleled as most of their front-line team are pilots or 
mechanics in training.  It is obvious that aviation is a vital part of the foundation and the entire structure at 
ACI Jet, beginning with the line staff and continuing up to their CEO.   
 
John Wayne Airport and Orange County would not be the same without ACI Jet and it would be a 
considerable misstep to replace their operation.  I respectfully urge you to consider all the various 
companies in Orange County that are thriving because of ACI Jet and the lasting impact they have had on the 
surrounding community.   
 
Please let me know if I can provide any further information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Noah Collins 
Regional Sales Director 
ICON Aircraft 
noah.collins@iconaircraft.com 
www.iconaircraft.com 
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Ralph L. Cummings M.D. 
Senior Aviation Medical Examiner 


24953 Paseo de Valencia 21A 


Laguna Hills, California 92653 


(949) 859-6886 


 


Orange County Board of Supervisors  Re: JWA GA Improvement  
333 W Santa Ana Blvd. Room 465 


Santa Ana CA 92702-0687 


 


I am a medical specialist in Internal Medicine with 35 years of medical practice. I am 


also a Senior Aviation Medical Examiner designated by the FAA to certify the medical 


qualifications of pilots to fly in civil airspace. Eight years ago I retired my medical 


practice in order to concentrate on my activity as an AME. I hold commercial, 


instrument, and multi-engine pilot certificates. I fly in Southern California Airspace on a 


weekly basis. John Wayne Airport has been my home airport since the early 1970’s. 


 


Professionally I issue about 1500 Aviation Medical Certificates per year. The vast 


majority of my pilots holders of  Class 1 and Class 2 Certificates and are working for Part 


121 and Part 135 operators. Many also fly smaller airplanes. Because of my close contact 


with pilots I am very aware of the status of General Aviation at John Wayne Airport. 


 


For the past few decades JWA, although ideally located, was not a hospitable 


environment in which to fly and maintain GA airplanes. That changed completely when 


ACI Jet successfully obtained the lease for the spaces and services formerly held by 


Signature Aviation. 


- Overnight the cost of fuel came down to prices competitive levels. 


- The FBO buildings were renovated and upgraded to create a beautiful and tasteful 


environment. 


- The ACI Jet staff was and continues to be friendly, helpful, and professional. 


- Services for GA became easily available and competitively priced. 


In short, John Wayne Airport and ACI Jet became a delightful place to store, fly, and 


maintain a GA airplane. 


 


As you consider the details for the GA improvement project I encourage you to designate 


ACI Jet to be responsible for as much of JWA’s GA facilities as they are willing take on. 


Since ACI Jet’s arrival at this airport they have proven to be excellent stewards of what 


they have been given and deserve to be rewarded. 


 


I have seen ACI Jet’s proposed plans and am very excited about the possibility that all of 


those plans will come to reality in the near future.. 


 


Sincerely: 


 


Ralph L Cummings MD 
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Alan J. Herrmann 


24996 Pathway Dr, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 


 


 


ATTN: 


Orange County Board of Supervisors  


333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 


Santa Ana, CA 92702-0687 


 


To Whom it May Concern: 


 


It is with incredible enthusiasm and passion that I recommend ACI Jet for the John Wayne Airport 


improvement project.   


I am a current business owner, husband, father of 2, brother, son, pilot and aviation enthusiast.  My 


family and I have been residents of Orange County for over 30 years and truly love the community!  John 


Wayne Airport is the home of our current aircraft and we have truly appreciated and enjoyed the 


incredible service that ACI Jet consistently offers.  In the 14 years that I have been flying, I have never 


been to a Flight Base Operator that has come even close to the service levels of ACI Jet.  Every single 


person that is employed by ACI Jet is top notch and treats everybody with great passion and respect, 


regardless of the type of aircraft that you own, rent, or fly in.  ACI Jet sets the standard for Flight Base 


Operators.   


It goes without saying that my family and I are 100% supportive of ACI Jet and welcome the opportunity 


to continue to see them support the community.    


Please let me know if I can provide any more information that would be helpful to the support of ACI 


Jet.  


 


Sincerely,  


 


 


 


Alan J. Herrmann  
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OPTION 1 OPTION 2 ACI JET

Closed At Night Except For Emergencies (24/7 Avail.) (24/7 Avail.)

Currently Sells Fuel To Light Aircraft

Features Self-Serve Fuel For Light Aircraft

Promotes FBO Service Of Jumbo Jets

Large Charter Fleet

Experience Operating an FBO at SNA NO NO YES

ACI JET HAS BEEN A FRIEND TO/ENGAGED MEMBER OF THE NEWPORT BEACH COMMUNITY             

           • ACI Jet’s proposal works to maximize the light GA area and honors the hangar ratios requested by the  
 City of Newport Beach/SoCal Pilots. We are the only Southeast FBO applicant to be recommended by the  
 Newport Beach Chamber of Commerce.

• ACI Jet is the only FBO to take concrete action to reduce noise by proposing to close at night except 
for emergency aircraft operations.

• ACI Jet has a small, niche fleet of privately managed aircraft based in San Luis Obispo that primarily serve 
their owners. Our competition operates well over 100 aircraft and is one of the country’s largest charter operators.

ACI JET IS A VITAL PART OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

• ACI Jet connected local schools and youth organizations to aviation with interactive visits and 
contributed to at-risk youth organizations, including Big Brothers & Big Sisters, through numerous 
events and sponsorships.

• ACI Jet supported Dream Chaser 5 through the Make-A-Wish Foundation to grant terminally-ill children the 
wish of flight and hosted numerous social activities to benefit local organizations including the Orangewood 
Children’s Foundation, Orange County Sheriffs’ Museum, Women in Aviation and others, reconnecting the 
community with its airport. 

• ACI Jet supported numerous job fairs and greatly improved benefits and working conditions for 
frontline FBO employees at SNA.

SOUTHEAST FBO APPLICANT COMPARISON



   
 
 

From: Bill Borgsmiller <bill@acijet.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 5:55 PM
To: 'Beverly Moosmann' <bblaisesq@gmail.com>; 'Charles Klobe' <cklobe@me.com>; 'Craig Page'
<cp29560@gmail.com>; 'Jack Stranberg' <jstranberg@cox.net>; 'Lorian Petry'
<lorianpetry@hotmail.com>; 'mbeale.cmtc@gmail.com' <mbeale.cmtc@gmail.com>; 'Nancy
Scarbrough' <nscarbrough@me.com>; 'Sue Dvorak' <susan_dvorak@hotmail.com>; 'William
Coholan' <williamcoholan@gmail.com>; 'Jo Carol Hunter' <jocarol@ix.netcom.com>; 'Lichman,
Barbara' <blichman@buchalter.com>; 'Esther Fine' <efine@surterreproperties.com>; 'Jane Spitz'
<Jane.Spitz@dominionrisk.com>; Julie Johnson (Juliestewartjohnson@gmail.com)
<Juliestewartjohnson@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Alston' <nanalston@gmail.com>; 'JPwinter@pacbell.net'
<JPwinter@pacbell.net>
Subject: Thank You & Follow Up
 
 
All,
 
Thank you for taking the time to connect this morning.  I hope you have found ACI to be a
responsible and conscientious community partner during the last 3 years of service to Orange
County.  While our objectives may differ, communication and engagement is a core part of our
company’s culture and it is the first step towards finding common ground where we can work
together.
 
As promised on the call, please find the following:
 

ACI & Newport Beach Highlights (attached)
 

A few letters of support from light aircraft owners (attached)
(We have many more if they are of interest / value.)
 

An answer to the Clay Lacy GAF Question:
Clay Lacy did have a GAF in their initial proposal but removed it as part of their update per
Addendum 16.

 
My personal cell phone: ______________

I am always happy to connect and discuss airport issues / ways we can work to be a better
neighbor.  You are all welcome at our facility anytime.
 
 

Finally in closing, I want to address the 2 issues pointed out towards the end of the call:

http://www.acijet.com/?utm_source=sig&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=emsig
https://www.facebook.com/flyacijet
https://twitter.com/FlyACIJet
https://www.instagram.com/flyacijet/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aviation-consultants-inc-
mailto:bill@acijet.com
mailto:bblaisesq@gmail.com
mailto:cklobe@me.com
mailto:cp29560@gmail.com
mailto:jstranberg@cox.net
mailto:lorianpetry@hotmail.com
mailto:mbeale.cmtc@gmail.com
mailto:mbeale.cmtc@gmail.com
mailto:nscarbrough@me.com
mailto:susan_dvorak@hotmail.com
mailto:williamcoholan@gmail.com
mailto:jocarol@ix.netcom.com
mailto:blichman@buchalter.com
mailto:efine@surterreproperties.com
mailto:Jane.Spitz@dominionrisk.com
mailto:Juliestewartjohnson@gmail.com
mailto:Juliestewartjohnson@gmail.com
mailto:nanalston@gmail.com
mailto:JPwinter@pacbell.net
mailto:JPwinter@pacbell.net


 
Concern about existence of the GAF (Customs Facility):

As mentioned on the call, should the County decide not to allow a GAF facility at the airport
we would remove it from our design.  If however one is located on the field, then we would
like to have it in our facility.  Except as mentioned above, all other proposers for both east &
west side parcels provide for a Customs Office so there are no two proposals together that
would exclude it.

 
Concern that the open space at the south end of the parcel may later be used for larger
aircraft:

We are willing to commit to maximizing this space with light aircraft hangars corresponding
to the Socal Pilots’ requested ratios and to bear the cost for the environmental work to do so. 
Language to this effect could be included in our lease and putting these hangars here will
prevent the use of this space in the future by larger aircraft.

 
I hope that our responses to the two major concerns above are helpful and that our willingness to
close the FBO at night demonstrates our level of commitment to the surrounding communities.  All
other proposals offer 24/7 service and we are the only FBO applicant to make this commitment. 
 
I hope you choose to support ACI for its unique community oriented culture and its willingness to be
the best neighbor possible.
 
-Bill
 

William Borgsmiller
President / CEO
main: (805) 782-9722 | direct: (805) 548-1310 | wborgsmiller@acijet.com
acijet.com | @flyacijet

   
 

tel:805-782-9722
tel:805-548-1310
mailto:wborgsmiller@acijet.com
http://www.acijet.com/?utm_source=sig&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=emsig
https://www.facebook.com/flyacijet/
http://www.acijet.com/?utm_source=sig&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=emsig
https://www.facebook.com/flyacijet
https://twitter.com/FlyACIJet
https://www.instagram.com/flyacijet/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aviation-consultants-inc-
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19531 Campus Drive • Santa Ana, Ca• 92707 

Phone 949-852-8850 • Fax 949-852-1401 • Info@ sunriseaviation.com 

www.sunriseaviation.com 

 

 

 

3/27/2020 

 

Ms. Michelle Steel, Board Chair  

Orange County Board of Supervisors  

333 W. Santa Ana Boulevard 

Room 465 

Santa Ana, California 92701 

 

Madam Chair and Board Members: 

 

I operate Sunrise Aviation Company at John Wayne Airport and have done so for the past 

35 years. My company is one of the two major flight training and aircraft rental 

enterprises on the field. 

 

ACI Jet is currently an applicant for a long term lease at John Wayne Airport. I was 

among a persuasive majority that supported that company’s initial bid for an interim lease 

in 2017, and I salute the Board’s judgement at that time in awarding the contract to ACI 

Jet. 

 

Since ACI Jet took up residence on the leasehold formerly occupied by Signature, the 

changes for General Aviation at John Wayne have exceeded my most optimistic 

expectations: prices dropped and quality of service improved well beyond what we had 

become accustomed to at Orange County. It is easy to say the entire GA community 

benefited, including ACI Jet’s competitors. 

 

I sincerely hope the Board makes the same choice this time around. ACI Jet has earned 

affection and respect in every area at our airport: tenants, local customers, and transient 

visitors. 

 

Thank you for your time, 

 

 
 

Michael Church 

President 
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oc 
Aircraft Sales 

July 9, 2020 

A TfN: Orange County Board of Supervisors 

333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 

Santa Ana, CA 92702-0687 

RE: ACI Jet Orange County Proposal 

Dear Distinguished Members of the Orange County Board of Supervisors, 

My name is Gary Sequeira, President ofOC Aircraft Sales based out of Orange County. 

I have been operating on this airport for over 40 years, in the capacity of owning a flight school, a sales 
operation, and a maintenance facility for light GA aircraft. As an operator at the General Aviation level 
on this field, I have witnessed many, many changes. The times before AC! Jet took over the lease here at 
John Wayne, our fuel prices were through the roof, and services were anything but personal. It wasn't 
until they made their presence felt, and were instated to displace one of the other national FBO's on the 
field, that General Aviation as we knew it, returned to the status that we so enjoyed, for so many 
years. All of the staff and management at ACI, have been openly engaged with the General Aviation 
public. Their operation has the feel ofa home grown community facility, with the ability to service and 
accommodate all aircraft, from a Cessna 120, to a Gulfstream GS. 

Their CEO, Bill Borgsmiller, has reached out to the public at all levels, and is engaging and willing to 
listen to any and all of the GA public thoughts. With the upcoming decisions, as to whom should be 
awarded for long-term leases here at John Wayne, I can without a doubt, and with no hesitation, 
recommend AC! Jet, to be in line to be with us for the next generation. 

President 

OC Aircraft Sales 

19531 Campus Drive #4 • Santa Ana, CA 92707 • Phone: 949-756-1515 • www.ocfc.com 
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ICON Support Letter 

 
 
Orange County Board of Supervisors 
333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 
Santa Ana, CA 91702-0687 
 
RE: ACI Jet East side FBO Proposal 
 
Dear Orange County Board of Supervisors, 
 
ACI Jet has quickly become a pillar of the Orange County landscape and a partner to many companies within 
Orange County and our surrounding communities.  The purpose of this letter is to strongly recommend ACI 
Jet for the east side FBO.   
 
ICON Aircraft is a recreational aircraft unlike any other.  ICON Aircraft’s mission is to accelerate the 
democratization of personal flight and 3-D mobility.  ICON creates consumer-friendly, safe, technologically 
advanced aircraft that make the adventure of flying more accessible to mainstream consumers.  ICON’s first 
aircraft is the A5, an amphibious sport plane that fuses outstanding aeronautical engineering with world-
class product design and unprecedented safety features.  The A5 is the world’s first production aircraft that 
is spin-resistant, making it arguably one of the safest small aircraft ever created.  The A5 has won some of 
the world’s most prestigious design awards and has inspired a global following.   
 
ACI Jet has continually welcomed ICON Aircraft.  They have hosted several events that have given us 
tremendous exposure and allowed us to share our product with the wonderful people of Orange County.  
Having traveled the country promoting ICON and having visited countless FBO’s, I can honestly say that ACI 
Jet is one of the very best.  They are inclusive, welcoming and provide fantastic service to all their 
customers.  We choose ACI Jet when flying into Orange County because of the first-class customer service, 
the fuel pricing, the new facility, and the truly remarkable relationships that we have built with their entire 
staff.  ACI Jet’s commitment to aviation is unparalleled as most of their front-line team are pilots or 
mechanics in training.  It is obvious that aviation is a vital part of the foundation and the entire structure at 
ACI Jet, beginning with the line staff and continuing up to their CEO.   
 
John Wayne Airport and Orange County would not be the same without ACI Jet and it would be a 
considerable misstep to replace their operation.  I respectfully urge you to consider all the various 
companies in Orange County that are thriving because of ACI Jet and the lasting impact they have had on the 
surrounding community.   
 
Please let me know if I can provide any further information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Noah Collins 
Regional Sales Director 
ICON Aircraft 
noah.collins@iconaircraft.com 
www.iconaircraft.com 
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Ralph L. Cummings M.D. 
Senior Aviation Medical Examiner 

24953 Paseo de Valencia 21A 

Laguna Hills, California 92653 

(949) 859-6886 

 

Orange County Board of Supervisors  Re: JWA GA Improvement  
333 W Santa Ana Blvd. Room 465 

Santa Ana CA 92702-0687 

 

I am a medical specialist in Internal Medicine with 35 years of medical practice. I am 

also a Senior Aviation Medical Examiner designated by the FAA to certify the medical 

qualifications of pilots to fly in civil airspace. Eight years ago I retired my medical 

practice in order to concentrate on my activity as an AME. I hold commercial, 

instrument, and multi-engine pilot certificates. I fly in Southern California Airspace on a 

weekly basis. John Wayne Airport has been my home airport since the early 1970’s. 

 

Professionally I issue about 1500 Aviation Medical Certificates per year. The vast 

majority of my pilots holders of  Class 1 and Class 2 Certificates and are working for Part 

121 and Part 135 operators. Many also fly smaller airplanes. Because of my close contact 

with pilots I am very aware of the status of General Aviation at John Wayne Airport. 

 

For the past few decades JWA, although ideally located, was not a hospitable 

environment in which to fly and maintain GA airplanes. That changed completely when 

ACI Jet successfully obtained the lease for the spaces and services formerly held by 

Signature Aviation. 

- Overnight the cost of fuel came down to prices competitive levels. 

- The FBO buildings were renovated and upgraded to create a beautiful and tasteful 

environment. 

- The ACI Jet staff was and continues to be friendly, helpful, and professional. 

- Services for GA became easily available and competitively priced. 

In short, John Wayne Airport and ACI Jet became a delightful place to store, fly, and 

maintain a GA airplane. 

 

As you consider the details for the GA improvement project I encourage you to designate 

ACI Jet to be responsible for as much of JWA’s GA facilities as they are willing take on. 

Since ACI Jet’s arrival at this airport they have proven to be excellent stewards of what 

they have been given and deserve to be rewarded. 

 

I have seen ACI Jet’s proposed plans and am very excited about the possibility that all of 

those plans will come to reality in the near future.. 

 

Sincerely: 

 

Ralph L Cummings MD 
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Alan J. Herrmann 

24996 Pathway Dr, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 

 

 

ATTN: 

Orange County Board of Supervisors  

333 W. Santa Ana Blvd, Room 465 

Santa Ana, CA 92702-0687 

 

To Whom it May Concern: 

 

It is with incredible enthusiasm and passion that I recommend ACI Jet for the John Wayne Airport 

improvement project.   

I am a current business owner, husband, father of 2, brother, son, pilot and aviation enthusiast.  My 

family and I have been residents of Orange County for over 30 years and truly love the community!  John 

Wayne Airport is the home of our current aircraft and we have truly appreciated and enjoyed the 

incredible service that ACI Jet consistently offers.  In the 14 years that I have been flying, I have never 

been to a Flight Base Operator that has come even close to the service levels of ACI Jet.  Every single 

person that is employed by ACI Jet is top notch and treats everybody with great passion and respect, 

regardless of the type of aircraft that you own, rent, or fly in.  ACI Jet sets the standard for Flight Base 

Operators.   

It goes without saying that my family and I are 100% supportive of ACI Jet and welcome the opportunity 

to continue to see them support the community.    

Please let me know if I can provide any more information that would be helpful to the support of ACI 

Jet.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Alan J. Herrmann  
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